LACAZE, PETER, left,
with Albert Francis, Louis Keppard, and Eddie Marrero.
July 27, 1976 - Louis Keppard’s living room
Photographer: Chuck Fishman
May not be reproduced or copied without permission of Chuck Fishman.

LACAZE, PETER, left,
with Albert Francis, Louis Keppard, and Eddie Marrero.
July 27, 1976 - Louis Keppard’s living room
Photographer: Chuck Fishman
May not be reproduced or copied without permission of Chuck Fishman.

LACAZE, PETER
July 1976 - Peter Lacaze’s living room
Photographer: Chuck Fishman
May not be reproduced or copied without permission of Chuck Fishman.
LACAZE, PETER

PH002238

July 1976 - Peter Lacaze’s living room
Photographer: Chuck Fishman
May not be reproduced or copied without permission of Chuck Fishman.

LACAZE, PETER

PH002239

179.19

Early 1970's
Photographer: Hans Lychou; gift of the photographer, June 30, 1976

LACAZE, PETER

PH002240

179.18

As a young man.

Gift of Hans Lychou, June 30, 1976
PH002241

LACOUMBE, EMILE “STALEBREAD”, at piano

September 9, 1938 - 2723 Iberville Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Roy Trahan

Gift of Maurice Ries, April 25, 1979.

PH002242

LACOUMBE, EMILE “STALEBREAD”, with guitar

September 9, 1938 - 2723 Iberville Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Roy Trahan

Gift of Maurice Ries, April 25, 1979.

PH002243

LACOUMBE, EMILE “STALEBREAD”, guitar

September 9, 1938 - 2723 Iberville Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Roy Trahan

Gift of Maurice Ries, April 25, 1979.
LACOUMBE, EMILE “STALEBREAD”’S RAZZY DAZZY SPASM BAND
Willie “Cajin” Bussy, harmonica; front row, center, Emile “Stalebread” Lacoumbe; others in photo: “Warm Gravy”, “Sluefoot Pete”, and Frank “Monk” Bussey.
March 1899 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Chas. T. Yenni

Gift of Maurice Ries, April 25, 1979.

LADA, ANTON (top)
(continuing to bottom): Joe Cawley, Charlie Panelli, Karl Berger, Alcide Nunez
c. 1918-1919
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nunez 2/23/2000

LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK” (tomb of)

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION
LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”,
with Richard B. Allen; as guest lecturer in RBA’s University College course on Jazz.
April 30, 1965 - 205 Mechanical Engineering Building, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Jack Hurley
LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”,
with Richard B. Allen, Beth Bagby; as guest lecturer in RBA’s University College course on Jazz.
April 30, 1965 - 205 Mechanical Engineering Building, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Jack Hurley
Laine, George “Papa Jack”  
The Last Straws; during parade prior to New Orleans Jazz Club concert honoring Papa Jack Laine.  
September 22, 1963 - French Quarter  
Photographer: Jack Hurley
Laine, George “Papa Jack”  
The Last Straws; during parade prior to New Orleans Jazz Club concert honoring Papa Jack Laine.  
September 22, 1963 - French Quarter  
Photographer: Jack Hurley

Laine, George “Papa Jack”  
Parade in his honor through French Quarter prior to concert by Last Straws.  
September 22, 1963 - French Quarter  
Photographer: Jack Hurley

Laine, George “Papa Jack”  
during parade in his honor in French Quarter.  
September 22, 1963 - French Quarter  
Photographer: Jack Hurley
LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”
Waving; parade through French Quarter in his honor.
September 22, 1963 - French Quarter
Photographer: Jack Hurley

LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK” (color)
c. 1960's
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK” (Recording session)
L-r: Raymond Burke, cl, and Dr. Edmond Souchon, guitar.
January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University
PH002249

Laine, George “Papa Jack” (Recording session)
L-r: Paul Crawford, tb, Jack Laine, d, and Johnny Wiggs, co.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University


PH002250

Laine, George “Papa Jack” (Recording session)
L-r: Paul Crawford, tb, Jack Laine, d, Johnny Wiggs, tp, and Raymond Burke, cl.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer.

PH002251

Laine, George “Papa Jack” (Recording session)
L-r: Jack Laine, bd, Santo Pecoraro, sn d, Johnny Wiggs, tp, and Edmond “Doc” Souchon, g.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer.
LAINÉ, GEORGE “PAPA JACK” (Recording session)
L-r: Jack Laine, d, and Johnny Wiggs, co.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University


LAINÉ, GEORGE “PAPA JACK” (Recording session)
L-r: Jack Laine, bd, Johnny Wiggs, co, and Raymond Burke, cl.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer.

LAINÉ, GEORGE “PAPA JACK” (Recording session)
L-r: Chink Martin, tu, Paul Crawford, tb, Jack Laine, bd, Johnny Wiggs, co, Raymond Burke, cl, and Jacob Sciambrea, p.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer.
PH002255

Laine, George “Papa Jack” (Recording session)
L-r: Chink Martin, tu, Paul Crawford, tb, Jack Laine, bd, Johnny Wiggs, co, Santo Pecoraro, d, Raymond Burke, cl, Jacob Sciambra (partially visible), p, and Edmond “Doc” Souchon, g.
January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer.

PH002256

Laine, George “Papa Jack” (Recording session)
L-r: Chink Martin (partially visible on print; visible on negative), tu, Paul Crawford (partially visible), tb, Santo Pecoraro, d, Johnny Wiggs, co, Jacob Sciambra, p, Raymond Burke, cl, and Edmond “Doc” Souchon, g.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University
Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer.

PH002257

Laine, George “Papa Jack” (Recording session)
L-r: Chink Martin, tu, Paul Crawford (partially hidden), tb, Santo Pecoraro, d, Johnny Wiggs, co, Dr. Edmond Souchon, bj, Jacob Sciambra, p, Raymond Burke, cl; not shown: Jack Laine, d.
January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University

**PH002258**

**LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”** (Recording session)
L-r: Chink Martin, tu, Jack Laine, bd, Santo Pecoraro, sn d, Johnny Wiggs, co, and Dr. Edmond Souchon, g.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer.

**PH002259**

**LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”** (Recording session)
L-r: Chink Martin, tu, Jack Laine, bd, Johnny Wiggs, co, Santo Pecoraro, d, and Dr. Edmond Souchon, g.

January 25, 1959 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University

Photographer: William Russell; gift of the photographer.

**OPH000863**

**LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”**

Late 1950's - his home, 2840 N. Prieur Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Lee Friedlander

Do not reproduce without permission.
PH002260

LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”
signing guest book of the New Orleans Jazz Club; Myra Menville looks on; during club meeting.
December 18, 1950 - Patio Royal, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: John Kuhlman
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

PH002261

LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”, left, 152.7652
with Dick Allen, tuba

AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH002262

LAINE, GEORGE “PAPA JACK”’ BAND
On left: Emile Christian; in back, on right: Mike “Ragbaby” Stephens, d.

Photo ID by Al Rose, Feb. 15, 1989.
Laine, George “Papa Jack”, d, left,
with Jules Reiner, p, Herman Regas, b, Alfred Laine, tp, Georg
Brunis, tb, and Charlie Cordilla, cl.
Open Air Theater, Alexandria, Louisiana

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996.
JOE MARES COLLECTION

Laine, “Papa” Jack, d
Gift of Carey Beckham and Alton Cook, 5/19/1995
Oren Blackstone Collection

Laine, “Papa” Jack, d
Gift of Carey Beckham and Alton Cook, 5/19/1995
Oren Blackstone Collection
Laine, Julian “Digger”
with Monk Hazel and Sharkey Bonano
1951, in front of the Jazz Man Record Shop in Los Angeles

Lala, Mike, tp
1947
AL ROSE COLLECTION

Lala, Mike
1947
Gift of Al Rose
Al Rose Collection
PH002269

LAMARE, HILTON “NAPPY”
Photo of Lamare’s 25 model T Ford
August 1925
AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH002270

LA MARR, MR. GENE
(“New Orleans’ No. 1 and Favorite Female Impersonator”);
reproduction of flyer advertising entertainment at Club My O My.
Mike Smith copied from original

OPH000864

LAMPKINS, JOSEPH
(ex-grand marshal) with issue of JAZZWAYS; viewing own
photograph in book.
c. 1950- c. First Street near Dryades
Photographer: Bernard Steinau
BERNARD STEINAU COLLECTION
2 copies
LANDEY, ART (band leader)
Autographed: “Fontana-To My Good ‘Friend’-Good luck to you-
Art Landey.”

Gift of John Scheurmann, December 26, 1985

LANE, JOHNNY, cl

HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

LANE, JOHNNY, cl

HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION
LANE, JOHNNY, cl
with Georg Brunis, tb; autographed: “With best wishes To my Dear Friend Myra Menville Johnny Lane”

HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

LANG, HAL, tp
Gift of Al Rose
Al Rose Collection

LANOIX, AUGUST
and his wife, Berta Gabriel Lanoix.
July 20, 1976 - in front on their home.
Photographer: Chuck Fishman; May not be reproduced or copied without permission of Chuck Fishman.
LANOIX, AUGUST
and his wife, Berta Gabriel Lanoix.
July 20, 1976 - in front on their home.
Photographer: Chuck Fishman; May not be reproduced or copied without permission of Chuck Fishman.

PH002278
LANOIX, AUGUST, bass violin
c. 1974
Gift of August Lanoix, April 17, 1974.

PH002279
LAROCCA, MRS. DOMINIC “NICK”
during the New Orleans Jazz Reunion, Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, 1982
May 9, 1982 - aboard the riverboat President
Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985
AL ROSE COLLECTION
LAROCCA, DOMINIC “NICK” (tomb of)

November 1984

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

LAROCCA, DOMINIC “NICK” (grave of)

1970's

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

LAROCCA, DOMINIC “NICK” (tomb of)

Post 1960

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION
LAROCCA, DOMINIC “NICK”, seated, center, with, standing, l-r: Monk Hazel, Sharkey Bonano, Chink Martin, Joe Capraro, Pinky Vidacovich, Bill Crais, Armand Hug, Bill Bourgeois, Emile Christian, and Mike Lala; during a Southland Recording session. November 14, 1960; Photographer: Joe Mares Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996 JOE MARES COLLECTION

LAROCCA, DOMINICK (NICK), tp c. 1930s Gift of Carey Beckham and Alton Cook, 5/19/1995 Oren Blackstone Collection

LAROCCA, JIMMY, tp Gift of David Hansen
PH002285

LARSEN, MORTEN GUNNAR *(printed backwards!)
Photographer: Joe Marcel
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986

*published correctly in I REMEMBER JAZZ by Al Rose, p. 30

PH002286

THE LAST STRAWS
Standing, l-r: John “J.J.” Joyce, Bob “Pop” Ice, Bob Ice, Emile
Christian, Jack Bachman, Bris Jones, Al Rose, and Bill Lee;
kneeling: Nick Gagliardi, Bruce Butler, Raymond Burke, Al Lobre,
and Moose Zanco.
1966 - Rex Dex, So. Claiborne Avenue
AL ROSE COLLECTION

PH002287

THE LAST STRAWS
Standing, l-r: John “J.J.” Joyce, Bob “Pop” Ice, Bob Ice, Emile
Christian, Jack Bachman, Bris Jones, Al Rose, and Bill Lee;
kneeling: Nick Gagliardi, Bruce Butler, Raymond Burke, Al Lobre,
and Moose Zanco.
1966 - Rex Dex, So. Claiborne Avenue
Al Rose Collection
THE LAST STRAWS
Bob Ice, bj, Tommy Yetta, tp, Bris Jones, cl, [?], s,
Sherwood Mangiapane, sb, Nick Gagliardi, tb, and John Joyce, d
1964 - New Orleans, Louisiana

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.

THE LAST STRAWS
Monk Hazel, sitting on d; Nick Gagliardi, tb, Bruce Butler, tu,
Moose Zanco, co, and Bris Jones, cl.
1960's, according to Bris Jones, 2/10/89 - Steamer [President ?,
Richard B. Allen, 2/10/89]

THE LAST STRAWS
Tommy Yetta, tp, Bob Casey, p, Moose Zanco, co, Ken Allen, d,
Bris Jones, cl, Nick Gagliardi, tb, leader, vo.

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986.
AL ROSE COLLECTION
OPH000866

LAWRENCE, MARSHALL
3 snapshots
June 28, 1960 - Reserve, Louisiana
Photographer: Marjorie T. Zander

PH002291

PREACHER ROLLO LAYLAN BAND
Raymond Burke, cl
1956 - Miami, Florida
Photographer: Mary Rose

AL ROSE COLLECTION
(2 copies)

PH002292

PREACHER ROLLO LAYLAN B AND HIS SAINTS
[photo/post card]
Tony Parenti, Jerry Gorman, Tommy Justice, Marie Marcus, and Rollo Laylan.
c. 1951-52; [Miami, Florida ?]

HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION
(2 copies)
PH002293

PREACHER ROLLO LAYLAN B AND HIS SAINTS
Marie Marcus, p, Tony Parenti, cl, and Tommy Justice, co.
May 4, 1951
Photographer: Roy Morser
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

PH002294

PREACHER ROLLO LAYLAN B AND HIS SAINTS
Marie Marcus (partially visible), p, Rollo Laylan, d, Tony Parenti, cl, Tommy Justice, co, and Jerry Gorman, tb.
c. 1951
Photographer: Roy Morser; “All Rights Reserved” by the photographer
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

PH002295

LEBEDEV, VLADMIR’S “SHAKE IT, SEMENOVNA!”
(artist rendition)
1927
Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, 4/19/1994
Photo published in book Red and hot: the fate of jazz in the Soviet Union 1917-1980 by S. Frederick Starr; illustration no. 10
LEADBELLY [HUDDIE LEDBETTER]

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000

LEGENDS OF JAZZ (publicity photo)
Andrew Blakeney, tp, Joe Darensbourg, cl, Louis Nelson, tb, Alton Purnell, [p], Ed “Montudie” Garland, [sb], and Barry Martyn, [d]

Postmarked: August 9, 1973

LEOPOLD, AL 152.7654
[trombonist] (See additional info on back of photo.)
1942
Photographer: Apeda, N.Y>

AL ROSE COLLECTION
SID LE PROTTI SO DIFFERENT JAZZ BAND
L-r: Clarence Williams, sb, Reb Spikes, s, Adam “Slocum” Mitchell, cl, Sid LeProtti, p, leader, Gerald Wells, fl, and [?], d.
c. 1906-1910; [Porta La Louvre - Powell & Market Streets], San Francisco, California
Photographer: Hartscok Photo/S.F.-L.A.

AL ROSE COLLECTION

LEVIN, FLOYD

Gift of Floyd Levin, October 1990.

LEVY, CHARLES
With Banjo Ikey Robinson during interview.
January 2, 1962
1) Marty Grosz, guitar and banjo with clarinetist Joe Marsala leading “Alley Cats” at Basin Street 862 N. Clark Street, Chicago. Spring 1962.
Photographed by John Steiner
PH002300

LEWERKE, JACK, left,
with Bill Russell and Dick Allen
pre-September 1952
Photographer: Ray Avery; please write to the photographer for
permission to reproduce.

PH002301

LEWIS, FATHER AL

August 27, 1976 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New
Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Bill Spilka; credit photographer if reproduced

PH002302

LEWIS, FATHER AL

August 27, 1976 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New
Orleans, Louisiana

Photographer: Bill Spilka; credit photographer if reproduced
LEWIS, FATHER AL, bj
early 1970's
Photographer: Hans Lychou

PH002303

LEWIS, FATHER AL, bj
early 1970's
Photographer: Hans Lychou

PH002304

LEWIS, FATHER AL, bj
early 1970's
Photographer: Hans Lychou

PH002305
LEWIS, FATHER AL, bj

early 1970's

Photographer: Hans Lychou

Gift of John McCusker, September 19, 1994

---

LEWIS, FATHER AL, bj

Photographer: Hans Lychou

Gift of John McCusker, September 19, 1994

---

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)

William Russell receives George Lewis’ clarinet.
January 2, 1969- McDonoghville Cemetery

Photographer: Mike Smith
LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of) #9 of 10
At the graveside.
January 2, 1969 - McDonoghville Cemetery
Photographer: Mike Smith

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of) #8 of 10
Eureka Brass Band in procession: Earl Humphrey, tb, Andrew Morgan, ts, Paul Barnes, as, Nowell “PaPa” Glass, sn d, and Josiah “Cie” Frazier, bd.
January 2, 1969
Photographer: Mike Smith

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of) #7 of 10
Anderson Minor, grand marshal.
January 2, 1969 - in front of church
Photographer: Mike Smith
LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)
Anderson Minor, grand marshal.
January 2, 1969 - in front of church

Photographer: Mike Smith
Copy 2

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)
Bereaved.

Photographer: Mike Smith

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)
In repose.

Photographer: Mike Smith
LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)
George Lewis lying in state; Shirley Lewis Block, Carolyn Buck and Matthew “Fats” Houston, grand marshal.

Photographer: Mike Smith

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)
Shirley Lewis Block, Carolyn Buck, and Anderson Minor.

Photographer: Mike Smith

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)
Crowd in front of church where funeral was held; Harold Dejan, Tommy Sancton, Matthew “Fats” Houston, Chris Clifton, Charlie Devore, and Nowell “PaPa” Glass.

Photographer: Mike Smith
LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)  #1 of 10
Front line: Frank Demond, Orange Kellin, and Tommy Sancton.
January 2, 1969 - Huey P. Long Avenue

Photographer: Mike Smith

PH002308

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)  161.347
Olympia Brass Band: Frank Cole (bald head), Paul Crawford, tb, Matthew “Fats” Houston, grand marshal, Jerry Green, sous, Tommy Sancton, E flat cl, Andrew Jefferson, barely visible behind Sancton’s left shoulder, sn d, Harold Dejan, as, leader, Louis Nelson, tb, and Emanuel Sayles, ts.
January 2, 1969 - McDonoghville Cemetery
Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH002309

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)  161.348
January 2, 1969
Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
PH002310

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)

January 2, 1969
Photographer: Lynn Franklin

PH002311

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)

Lewis (in repose), Matthew “Fats” Houston (at left, with banner)

January 2, 1969- New Orleans

Transferred from Tulane University Archives September 29, 2010

PH002312

LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)

Masons and mourners; Edward “Noone” Johnson (right)

January 2, 1969- New Orleans

Transferred from Tulane University Archives September 29, 2010
LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)
Masons and mourners; Edward “Noone” Johnson (right)
January 2, 1969- New Orleans
Transferred from Tulane University Archives September 29, 2010

PH002314
LEWIS, GEORGE (funeral of)
Left to right: Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb and second pall bearer
Anderson Minor
January 2, 1969; New Orleans, LA
Photographer: Betsy Burleson

OPH000880
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Josiah “Cie” Frazier; recording session.
September 2, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Lewis; recording session for Tom Bethell.

September 2, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
“Papa” John Joseph; recording session.

September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
DeDe Pierce; recording session.

September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Lewis; recording session.

September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Josiah “Cie” Frazier; recording session.

September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Lewis, DeDe Pierce, tp, “Papa” John Joseph (in background); recording session.

September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley
GEORGE LEWIS BAND  #4 of 9
Jim Robinson, tb, Allan Jaffe, DeDe Pierce, tp, Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d, George Lewis, cl, Tom Bethell, Mike Polad, bj, Richard B. Allen, and “Papa” John Joseph (far right); recording session for Tom Bethell.

September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley

GEORGE LEWIS BAND  #3 of 9
Jim Robinson, tb, Allan Jaffe, DeDe Pierce, tp, Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d, George Lewis, cl, Tom Bethell, Mike Polad, bj, Richard B. Allen; recording session for Tom Bethell.

September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley

GEORGE LEWIS BAND  #2 of 9
Jim Robinson, tb, Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d, DeDe Pierce, co, George Lewis, cl, “Papa” John Joseph, b, and Mike Polad, bj; recording session for Tom Bethell.

September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Jim Robinson, tb, Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d, DeDe Pierce, co, George Lewis, cl, “Papa” John Joseph, b, and Mike Polad, bj; recording session for Tom Bethell.
September 1, 1964; San Jacinto Hall
Photographer: Jack Hurley

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, tb; Joshua “Jack” Willis, tp; George Lewis, cl; Emanuel Sayles, bj; Alonzo Stewart, d; Placide Adams, sb during a tour in Japan
July 17, 1964 – Nightclub in Tokyo, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Junichi Kawai, (bj with the New Orleans Rascals) and George Lewis, cl during tour of Japan
July 1964 – Green Room, Tokyo, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson (back to camera), tb; Joshua “Jack” Willis, tp; George Lewis, cl; Emanuel Sayles, bj and Placide Adams, sb during tour of Japan
July 1964 –Tokyo, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, tb; Joshua “Jack” Willis, tp; George Lewis, cl; Emanuel Sayles, bj and Placide Adams, sb during tour of Japan
July 1964 –Tokyo, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Emanuel Sayles (bj with George Lewis band) and Junichi Kawai (bj with the New Orleans Rascals) during tour of Japan
July 1964 –Tokyo, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson (face hidden), tb; and George Lewis, cl during tour of Japan
May 23, 1964 – Tokyo, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Lewis, cl; Alonzo Stewart, d; Jack Willis, tp during tour of Japan
May 23, 1964 – Tokyo, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
L-r: Allan Jaffe, Sandra Jaffe, Joe Watkins, Emanuel Sayles, “Papa” John Joseph, Louis Nelson and George Lewis; seated next to G. Lewis, in foreground (slightly blurred), is Bob Greene during Japan tour.
September 2, 1963 – American Cultural Center, Osaka, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
L-r: Allan Jaffe, tu; Joe Watkins, d; Emanuel Sayles, bj and Joe Robichaux (partially visible), p; during Japan tour.
September 2, 1963 – American Cultural Center, Osaka, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
L-r: Louis Nelson, tb; “Papa” John Joseph, sb; George Lewis, cl; [Punch Miller, tp?], Allan Jaffe, tu and Joe Watkins, d; during Japan tour playing “Sing on.”
September 2, 1963 – American Cultural Center, Osaka, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, tb; “Papa” John Joseph, sb; George Lewis, cl; [Kietaro Shiga?], tp; [Yoichi Kimura?], d; Emanuel Sayles, bj and Joe Robichaux, p; during Japan tour playing “Just a little while stay here.”
September 2, 1963 – American Cultural Center, Osaka, Japan
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
L-r: Louis Nelson, tb; “Papa” John Joseph, sb; Emanuel Sayles, bj; George Lewis, cl; Joe Watkins, d; Allan Jaffe, tu; Sandra Jaffe and Joe Robichaux, p; standing behind drums is Yoshio Toyama, tp; 6th from right standing is Bob Greene; 3rd from right, Keiko Toyama. Group relaxing after jam session. September 2, 1963 – American Cultural Center, Osaka, Japan Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003 Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#1 of 16
Louis Nelson, tb, Joe Robichaux, p, “Papa” John Joseph, b, Punch Miller, tp, George Lewis, cl, leader, Emanuel Sayles, bj, and Joe Watkins, d. 1963 - Japan Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#2 of 16
George Lewis with Joe Watkins, d. 1963 - Japan Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe
GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#3 of 16
Joe Robichaux, p, Louis Nelson, tb, Punch Miller, tp, George Lewis, cl, Joe Watkins, d, John Joseph, b, and Emanuel Sayles, bj; on stage during performance.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#4 of 16
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#5 of 16
Joe Robichaux, p, Louis Nelson, tb, Punch Miller, tp, George Lewis, cl, Papa John Joseph, tb, and Emanuel Sayles, bj; on stage during tour.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe
OPH000896
GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#6 of 16
Joe Robichaux, p, Louis Nelson, tb, Punch Miller, tp, George
Lewis, cl, Papa John Joseph, tb, and Emanuel Sayles, bj.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

OPH000897
GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#7 of 16
Joe Robichaux, p, Joe Watkins, d, John Joseph, b, Punch Miller, tp,
Louis Nelson, tb, and George Lewis, cl.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

OPH000898
GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#8 of 16
Papa John Joseph, tb, and Emanuel Sayles, bj; on stage during tour.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe
GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#9 of 16
Joe Robichaux, p, Louis Nelson, tb, Punch Miller, tp, George
Lewis, cl, Papa John Joseph, tb, and Emanuel Sayles, bj; on stage
during tour.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#10 of 16
George Lewis with Japanese friends during tour.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#11 of 16
Papa John Joseph with Punch Miller; being entertained by Japanese
friends during tour. 1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe
OPH000902

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#12 of 16
George Lewis during tour.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

OPH000903

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#13 of 16
George Lewis with Joe Robichaux; relaxing while listening to Japanese Band
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

OPH000904

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
#14 of 16
Emanuel Sayles with Joe Robichaux during band tour.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe
GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND

#15 of 16
Joe Watkins relaxing in his dressing room during band tour.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

GEORGE LEWIS’ PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND

#16 of 16
Emanuel Sayles with Papa John Joseph during band tour.
1963 - Japan
Photographer: Sandra or Allan Jaffe
Gift of the Allan and Sandra Jaffe

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, g; during a New Hampshire tour.
July 4, [1962?] – Old Felch Farm, Francestown, NH
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/5/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, g; unidentified in background; during a New Hampshire tour. July 4, [1962?] – Old Felch Farm, Franestown, NH Gift of the Kershaw family 3/5/2003 Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
l-r: Jim Robinson, tb; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; George Lewis, cl; Emanuel Sayles, bj; Joe Watkins, d; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb; during New Hampshire tour. 1962 – [Art?] and R.M. Eldridge’s barn home, Peterborough, NH Gift of the Kershaw family 3/5/2003 Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
PH002331

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Neddy Eldridge with Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau; during New Hampshire tour.
[1962?] – Old Felch Farm, Francestown, NH
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/5/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

PH002332

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; and George Lewis, cl; during New Hampshire tour.
[1962?] – Old Felch Farm, Francestown, NH
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/5/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

PH002333

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Doris Kershaw and Jim Robinson, tb; during New Hampshire tour.
[1962?] – Francestown, NH
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/5/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
PH002334

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Doris Kershaw and Jim Robinson, tb; during New Hampshire tour.
[1962?] –Peterborough, NH
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/5/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

PH002335

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Jim Robinson, tb; during New Hampshire tour.
[1962?] –at Kershaw Home, Old Felch Farm, Francestown, NH
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/5/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

PH002336

LEWIS, GEORGE
late 1961 - Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Mrs. G. Edwin Lewis
LEWIS, GEORGE, right,
with his daughter [Shirley Lewis ?] and her baby.
December 1960 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Lyle Bonge, 1433 W. Howard, Biloxi, Mississippi
Gift of Barbara Reid, April 20, 1975

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Paul Barnes, cl, and Jim Robinson, tb; at a Civil Rights party.
[June 1960 ?]

Photographer: Lyle Bonge, 1433 W. Howard, Biloxi, Mississippi
Gift of Barbara Reid.

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Paul Barnes, cl, and Jim Robinson, tb; at a Civil Rights party.
[June 1960 ?]

Photographer: Lyle Bonge, 1433 W. Howard, Biloxi, Mississippi
Gift of Barbara Reid
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Charlie Devore, co, and George Lewis, cl; at a Civil Rights party.
[June 1960 ?]
Photographer: Lyle Bonge, 1433 W. Howard, Biloxi, Mississippi
Gift of Barbara Reid.

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
“Creole” George Guesnon, bj, and Emanuel Sayles, bj; at a Civil Rights party.
[June 1960 ?]
Photographer: Lyle Bonge, 1433 W. Howard, Biloxi, Mississippi
Gift of Barbara Reid.

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
[June 1960 ?] - 726 St. Peter Street, patio, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Lyle Bonge, 1433 W. Howard, Biloxi, Mississippi
Gift of Barbara Reid.
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
[June 1960 ?] - 726 St. Peter Street, patio, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Lyle Bonge, 1433 W. Howard, Biloxi, Mississippi
Gift of Barbara Reid.

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Guesnon, bj, Emanuel Sayles, bj, George Lewis, cl, and Grayson “Ken” Mills (with pipe), owner of Icon Records and Preservation Hall.
[June 1960 ?]

LEWIS, GEORGE
in concert with Papa Bue’s Viking Jazz Band.
April 3, 1960 - Stockholm, Sweden
Photographer: Bjorn Barnheim
LEWIS, GEORGE

In concert.
April 3, 1960 - Stockholm, Sweden

Photographer: Bjorn Barnheim


LEWIS, GEORGE

in concert with Papa Bue’s Viking Jazz Band.
April 3, 1960 - Stockholm, Sweden

Photographer: Bjorn Barnheim


LEWIS, GEORGE

April 3, 1960 - Stockholm, Sweden

Photographer: Bjorn Barnheim
LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

early 1960's

Gift of Prof. James T. Murphy, School of Business, Tulane University, March 24, 1997.

LEWIS, GEORGE (BAND) GREETED BY OMEGA BRASS BAND IN LONDON (CONTACT SHEET)

Top: Omega Brass Band Members: Sonny Morris (t), Colin Bowden (snare), John Bastable (bd), Maurice “mo” Benn (tuba)

Middle: Omega Brass Band and George Lewis Band: John Bastable (bj), Jim Robinson (tb), Ray Foxley (p), Mike Burdge (in crowd, far right, profile)

Bottom: Omega Brass Band: L-R Ian Wheeler, Mick Clift (tb), Jacob Bilk (cl), Matt Duncan (tb)

January 4, 1959- Liverpool Street Station, London, England

Photographer: Derek Goode (photos gift of photographer 12/7/2010)

LEWIS, GEORGE (BAND) SITTING IN WITH OMEGA BRASS BAND (CONTACT SHEET)

Clockwise from Top Left: 1. Ian Wheeler (cl), Avery “Kid” Howard (mic), Ron Ward (b), Ken Colyer (c), John Bastable (bj), Colin Bowden (d) 2. Joe Robichaux, unknown, Roseanna Scadder (female feet) 3. Ian Wheeler (cl), Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau (b), Ken Colyer (c) 4. L-R: Brian “Bee” Minter, Pete Deucha, Sammy Rimington, Kid Howard 5. Joe Robichaux 6. Ian Wheeler 7. Joe Watkins (mic), Ken Colyer (c), Slow Drag Pavageau (b), Bill Colyer (seated, partially obscured by Watkins) 7. L-R: Sammy Rimington, Slow Drag Pavageau, Joe Watkins, Delphine Colyer (?) 8. Ian Wheeler (cl), Slow Drag Pavageau (b), Ken Colyer (c), John Bastable (bj), Joe Watkins (seated, in front of Wheeler)

January 4, 1959- Colyer’s Studio 51, Newport St.,London, England

Photographer: Derek Goode (photos gift of Photographer 12/7/2010)
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
April 23, 1958 – at the Kershaw’s home in Peterborough, NH
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

LEWIS, GEORGE

PH002349

at Newport Jazz Festival
early July 1957

Photographer: Bill Spilka; credit Bill Spilka

LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

PH002350

at Newport Jazz Festival
early July 1957

Photographer: Bill Spilka; credit Bill Spilka
LEWIS, GEORGE (BAND)
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau; [at Newport Jazz Festival ?]
[early 1957 ?]

Photographer: Bill Spilka; credit Bill Spilka

LEWIS, GEORGE (BAND)
Bob Thomas; [at Newport Jazz Festival ?]
[early 1957 ?]

Photographer: Bill Spilka; credit Bill Spilka

GEORGE LEWIS BRASS BAND
Bill Phillips, bd, Andrew Jefferson, sn d; [not George Lewis, cl]
1957 - Masonic Parade
LEWIS, GEORGE
with Tony Parenti
c. 1956 - Child’s Paramount, N.Y.C.

JACK BRADLEY AND TONY PARENTI COLLECTION

LEWIS, GEORGE
At microphone
1956?
Gift of Ken Colyer Trust via Bill Stotesbury, 4/17/2012

LEWIS, GEORGE
With unidentified trumpet player
1956?
Gift of Ken Colyer Trust via Bill Stotesbury, 4/17/2012
LEWIS, GEORGE
1956?
Gift of Ken Colyer Trust via Bill Stotesbury, 4/17/2012

LEWIS, GEORGE
1956?
Gift of Ken Colyer Trust via Bill Stotesbury, 4/17/2012

LEWIS, GEORGE
With Ken Colyer
1956?
Gift of Ken Colyer Trust via Bill Stotesbury, 4/17/2012
PH002358

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Al Kershaw (band chaplain), George Lewis, cl; and unidentified person during a California tour.
December 1955 – Beverly Cavern, Los Angeles, Ca
Photographer: Ralph W. Hiett, Jr.
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

PH002359

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Jim Robinson, tb; Doris Kershaw; Joe Watkins, d; Alton Purnell, p; Al Kershaw; George Lewis, cl; Lawrence Marrero, bj; during a California tour.
December 1955 – Beverly Cavern, Los Angeles, Ca
Photographer: Ralph W. Hiett, Jr.
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

PH002360

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Al Kershaw (band chaplain); George Lewis, cl; and unidentified person; during a California tour.
December 1955 – Beverly Cavern, Los Angeles, Ca
Photographer: Ralph W. Hiett, Jr.
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Lawrence Marrero, bj; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb; Joe Darensbourg (substituting for George Lewis who was sick), cl; and Avery “Kid” Howard, tp.
October 15, 1954 - Shrine Auditorium, Hollywood, California

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
l-r: Alton Purnell, p; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Lawrence Marrero, bj; Jim “Crow” Robinson, tb; Al Kershaw, band chaplain; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb; George Lewis, cl; and Joe Watkins, d; during an Ohio tour.
February 21, 1954 – Holy Trinity Episcopal Church, Oxford, OH
Photographer: George Hoxie
Gift of the Kershaw family, 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
l-r: Alton Purnell, p; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb; Lawrence Marrero, bj; George Lewis, cl; Joe Watkins, d; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; and Jim Robinson, tb; during an Ohio tour.
1954? – Holy Trinity Episcopal Church, Oxford, OH
Photographer: George Hoxie
Gift of the Kershaw family, 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
LEWIS, GEORGE
Al Rose and Joe Mares
1954 – Joe Mares’ radio show?
Gift of Al Rose
Al Rose Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Lewis, cl, Roy Burkdull, announcer, ?, sb,
Percy Humphrey, tp, Joe Watkins, d, ?, tp, and Jim Robinson, tb; in front: Pete Miller (back to camera), Joe Mares Jr., others unknown; during a New Orleans Jazz Club Christmas party.
December 15, 1952 - Perez’s Club
Photographer: John Kuhlman
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Roy Burkdull, announcer, Percy Humphrey, tp, Joe Watkins, d, ?, tp, Jim Robinson, tb; in front: Pete Miller (back to camera), Joe Mares Jr., Myra Menville, Ursula Bernard, and John Bernard; during a New Orleans Jazz Club Christmas party.
December 15, 1952 - Perez’s Club
Photographer: John Kuhlman
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION
**GEORGE LEWIS BAND**
Standing l-r: Joe Mares, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, Bill Matthews, Lawrence Marrero, Jim Robinson, Alvin Alcorn, George Lewis; Seated l-r: Lester Santiago, Paul Barbarin, Alton Purnell. August 6, 1951 – WDSU Studio
Joe Mares Collection

**GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS NEW ORLEANS ALL STARS**
August 1951
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

**GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS NEW ORLEANS ALL STARS**
Jim Robinson, tb, Lawrence Marrero, bj, Henry “Red” Allen, tp, Paul Barbarin, d, and George Lewis, cl.
August 1951 - New Orleans
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION
PH002370

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
L-r: Lawrence Marrero, bj, George Lewis, cl, [Percy Humphrey ?], tp, Jim Robinson, tb, and Joe Watkins, d.
1951

Transferred from Special Collections, April 20, 2000.

PH002371

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
c. 1951
Photographer: [Edmond Souchon?]
Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke
1/12/1984
Harry V. Souchon Sr. Collection

PH002372

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
c. 1951
Photographer: [Edmond Souchon?]
Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke
1/12/1984
Harry V. Souchon Sr. Collection
PH002373

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

C. 1951

Photographer: [Edmond Souchon?]

Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke

1/12/1984

Harry V. Souchon Sr. Collection


PH002374

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

C. 1951

Photographer: [Edmond Souchon?]

Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke

1/12/1984

Harry V. Souchon Sr. Collection


PH002375

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

C. 1951

Photographer: [Edmond Souchon?]

Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke

1/12/1984

Harry V. Souchon Sr. Collection
GEORGE LEWIS BAND

c. 1951
Photographer: [Edmond Souchon?]
Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke
1/12/1984
Harry V. Souchon Sr. Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

Lawrence Marrero
c. [1950 ?] - Ciro’s Mardi Gras Lounge

Photographer: Bernard Steinau
STEINAU COLLECTION

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

c. [1950 ?] - Ciro’s Mardi Gras Lounge

Photographer: Bernard Steinau
STEINAU COLLECTION
GEORGE LEWIS BAND

c. [1950?] - Ciro’s Mardi Gras Lounge

Photographer: Bernard Steinau

STEINAU COLLECTION

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

Jim Robinson, tb, Joe Watkins, sn d, Elmer Talbert, tb, Alton Purnell, p, Lawrence Marrero, bj, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b

c. [1950?] - Ciro’s Mardi Gras Lounge

Photographer: Bernard Steinau

STEINAU COLLECTION

LEWIS, GEORGE


c. 1950- Dauphine and Ursuline Streets, New Orleans

Photographer: Bernard Steinau

STEINAU COLLECTION
GEORGE LEWIS RAGTIME JAZZ BAND
Jim Robinson, tb, Elmer Talbert, tp, George Lewis, cl, [Freddie King ?], d, Nick Gagliano, manager, Lawrence Marrero, bj, and Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b.
Probably 1950 - Ciro’s Patio
Photographer: Bob Matthews

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
[Probably Elmer Talbert, tp], George Lewis, cl, Lawrence Marrero, g, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b, and Bill Shea, cl
c. 1950 - Manny’s Tavern
Photographer: Bob Matthews

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Lewis, cl; Al Kershaw, middle; other unidentified; during an Ohio tour.
1950s
Gift of the Kershaw family 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
l-r: Alton Purnell, p; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb; Lawrence Marrero, bj; Joe Watkins, d; George Lewis, cl; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; and Jim “Crow” Robinson, tb; during an Ohio tour.
Mid-1950s – Oxford, OH
Gift of Kershaw Family, 3/25/2003
Al and Doris Kershaw Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb; Joe Watkins, d; Johnny Lucas, extended tp; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Jim Robinson, tb.
1950s
Gift of Barry Martyn, 8/15/2003

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Jim Robinson, tb; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Johnny Lucas, extended tp; others unidentified.
1950s
Gift of Barry Martyn 8/15/2003
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Jim Robinson (partially obscured), tb; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Johnny Lucas, extended tp; Joe Watkins, d; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb; George Lewis, cl; and Alton Purnell, p.
1950s
Gift of Barry Martyn 8/15/2003

LEWIS, GEORGE, left,
with [a friend from Sweden ?]
c. 1949

LEWIS, GEORGE
c. 1948-'49; 827 St. Philip Street, New Orleans
Photographer: Probably Bjorn Barnheim
LEWIS, GEORGE

C. 1948-'49; 827 St. Philip Street, New Orleans
Photographer: Probably Bjorn Barnheim
Bob Matthews Collection

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

Elmer Talbert, George Lewis, Lawrence Marrero, Alcide Pavageau.
Late 1940's - Manny’s Tavern

Photographer: Don Perry

GEORGE LEWIS BAND

Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau.
Probably late 1940's - Manny’s Tavern

Photographer: Don Perry
LEWIS, GEORGE
[9 prints: 5 of George Lewis; 1 of George Lewis with Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, and 3 of Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau.] Photos for JAZZWAYS.
May 1945 - George Lewis’ home, 827 St. Philip Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Skippy Adelman

LEWIS, GEORGE
Working on coffee docks; photo for JAZZWAYS.
May 1945 - New Orleans
Photographer: Skippy Adelman
GENE WILLIAMS COLLECTION

LEWIS, GEORGE
[4 prints with Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau]; A dance.
April 1945 - Point a la Hasche, Louisiana
Photographer: Skippy Adelman
GENE WILLIAMS COLLECTION
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Paul Barnes, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, Lawrence Marrero; dance at Black Catholic School
April 1945 - Point a la Hasche, Louisiana
Photographer: Skippy Adelman
GENE WILLIAMS COLLECTION

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
[8 prints of band] Paul Barnes, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, Lawrence Marrero, Abby Williams; dance at Black Catholic School
April 1945 - Point a la Hasche, Louisiana
Photographer: Skippy Adelman
GENE WILLIAMS COLLECTION

LEWIS, GEORGE
Jazz Information recording session.
September 1942 - New Orleans Studio

GENE WILLIAMS COLLECTION
LEWIS, GEORGE

June 1942 - 827 St. Philip Street

Photographer: William Russell

PH002385

LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

(color)

Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke, January 12, 1984
HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

PH002386

LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

Photographer: (William H. Faltlysek ?)

Gift of Mrs. Freddie (Roslyn) Kohlman, February 7, 1996.
FREDDIE KOHLMAN COLLECTION
LEWIS, GEORGE, cl
[autographed by George Lewis]

Bequest of Roger Gulbrandsen, rec’d August 1980

LEWIS, GEORGE
with Ken Colyer

LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
LEWIS, GEORGE, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH002393

LEWIS, GEORGE (hands of) with cl.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH002394

LEWIS, GEORGE, cl with [Dolly Adams ?], p.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH002395
LEWIS, GEORGE, cl
with Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, hat in hand.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Lewis, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
George Lewis, cl, Joe Watkins, d, Sweet Emma Barrett, p.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
PH002399

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, partially visible, tb, Dave Oxley, d, Johnny Wiggs, co, and George Lewis, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH002400

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, tb, Johnny Wiggs, co, and George Lewis, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH002401

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, tb, Johnny Wiggs, co, George Lewis, cl, Sweet Emma Barrett, p

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
PH002402
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, Johnny Wiggs, co, George Lewis, cl, and Sweet Emma Barrett, p.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH002403
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, Johnny Wiggs, [co], Dave Oxley, d, George Lewis, cl, and Sweet Emma Barrett, p.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

PH002404
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Louis Nelson, Johnny Wiggs, co, Dave Oxley, d, George Lewis, cl and Sweet Emma Barrett, p.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Johnny Wiggs, co, and George Lewis, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Johnny Wiggs, co, and George Lewis, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Johnny Wiggs, co, Dave Oxley, and George Lewis, cl

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
Johnny Wiggs, [co], Dave Oxley, d, George Lewis, cl, and Sweet Emma Barrett, p.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965

Jim Robinson, tb, Joe Watkins, d, Avery “Kid” Howard, tp, Jerry Adams, b, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, listening in background, George Lewis, cl.

Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1, 1965
LEWIS, GEORGE, cl,
with Sweet Emma Barrett, p, and Allan Jaffé, tuba.

Photographer: Grauman Marks

AL ROSE COLLECTION

LEWIS, GEORGE, cl,
and Lawrence Marrero, bj

Photographer: Mona Macmurray; please credit


GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Lawrence Marrero, bj, Avery “Kid” Howard, [tp], Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, [b], and George Lewis, cl.

Bequest of Roger Gulbrandsen, rec’d August 1980.
ROGER GULBRANDSEN COLLECTION
LEWIS, GEORGE, cl,
with Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; [autographed by Kid Howard]

Bequest of Roger Gulbrandsen, rec’d August 1980.
ROGER GULBRANDSEN COLLECTION

GEORGE LEWIS BAND
Top: Jim Robinson, tb, George Lewis, cl, Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Bottom: Joe Watkins, d, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, sb, Lawrence Marrero, bj, and Alton Purnell, p

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

GEORGE LEWIS AND HIS RAGTIME JAZZ BAND
Alton Purnell, p; Jim Robinson, tb; Percy Humphrey, tp; Joe Watkins, d; George Lewis, cl; Lawrence Marrero, bj; and Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b

El Morocco, 200 Bourbon St. New Orleans, LA

Gift of Harry Souchon Jr. and Elizabeth Souchon Jahncke
1/12/1984
Harry Souchon Collection
Gift of Harold Lewis, December 1980.

LEWIS, ROBERT “SON FEW CLOTHES”
   at concert with Frank Lastie, who was a preacher that ran the concession.
Pontchartrain Park, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Lee Friedlander; do not reproduce without permission.

LEWIS, RAMSEY, left (glasses)
Others unidentified.
LEWIS, SMILEY (né: Overton Amos Lemons)

1960

Gift of Tad Jones, March 2, 1996

LEWIS, STEVE

before 1925

DR. EDMOND SOUCHON COLLECTION

LEWIS, TED

With [George Brunis?]; others unidentified.

Inscripion: “To a real gang – Sincerely Ted Lewis, 12-5-54”

LIBERTO, ROY

trumpeter; leader of Liberto’s Bourbon Street Six

[c. 1960-1970 ?]

Gift of Bob Coquille

LIBERTO, ROY

leader of Liberto’s Bourbon Street Six

[c. 1960-1970 ?]

Gift of Bob Coquille

LIBERTO, ROY

leader of Liberto’s Bourbon Street Six

[c. 1960-1970 ?]

Gift of Bob Coquille
ROY LIBERTO’S BOURBON STREET SIX 161.185

Roy Zimmerman, p, Sam Head, tp, Roy Liberto, [tp, leader],
vo, Lucien Jourdan, b, Mike Costa, cl, Johnny Castaing, partially
visible, d.

c. December 1961 – Sheraton Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, Missouri
Photographer: Grauman Marks; gift of the photographer, April 1,
1965.

LIGGINS, JOE

Publicity photo.

c. late 1940's - Los Angeles, California

Gift of Robert “Sonny” Vaucresson, via Al Rose, August 25,
1980.

JOE LIGGINS HONEYDRIPPERS (publicity photo)

*Possibly: Eddie Davis, b, Joe Liggins, p, Little Willie Jackson,
baritone s, Frank Pasley, g, “Peppy” Prince, d, and James
Jackson, ts.
c. 1945
Gift of Robert “Sonny” Vaucresson, via Al Rose, August 25,
1980.
*Personnel info from: JAZZ RECORDS, 1942-1969, Vol. 4D,
LIGNERCRONA, BO
(editor of TRADJAZZ NYTT) with daughter of Rose and Ray Fehring and Richard B. Allen (all in a row with glasses); during New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.
April 1978 - Marriott Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: Shirl or Dick House
Gift of Shirl and Dick House.

PH002428

LITTLE OWLS
John Laporte, Eddie Miller, Angelo Palmisano, Frank Netto, Armand Hug, Bill Padron.

1930 - Beverly Gardens
Copied courtesy of Frank Netto, October 2, 1986

PH002429

LITTLE RASCALS
at the 10th Anniversary Parade of the Rebirth Brass Band,
1993 - New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: John McCusker; gift of the photographer, February 8, 1994.
Contact John McCusker for permission to reproduce.
LIZANA, CURLY, as, with [ ], g, probably [Bobby ?], g, Dan Seals, g, b, & vo.

Hambone Inn, Handsboro, Mississippi

From Curly Lizana’s scrapbook, rec’d from Jack Hurley, August 22, 1966.

LOBRE, AL, sb


LOBRE, AL, b, 152.7656 with Raymond Burke, top right, and Anthony Palmisano, below, right.

AL ROSE COLLECTION
LOFTON, CLARENCE
at his aunt’s house.
c. December 1938 - 4400 block of S. State Street, [Chicago ?]
Photographer: William Russell
Gift of William Russell

LOMAX, ALAN
during Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, 1982
May 1982 - Dixon Hall
Photographer: Joe Marcal
Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985
AL ROSE COLLECTION

LOMAX, ALAN
during Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, 1982
May 1982
Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985
AL ROSE COLLECTION
LONG, HAL
regularly played trumpet with Leo Reisman Orchestra
1957 - Hollywood, Florida

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

LONG, HAL left,
with Raymond Burke; Hal Long played trumpet in the bands
of Enoch Light, Henry Busse, and Leo Reisman.

1957 - Hollywood, Florida

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Funeral. Pallbearers: Ronald Johnson, Quint Davis (partially hidden),
Alfred “Uganda” Roberts, Tony Dagradi and Andy Kaslow. Sydney
Byrd (adjusting camera), center.
February 2, 1980 – outside of Majestic Funeral Home (1833 Dryades
St. New Orleans, LA)
Photographer: JBH Smith
Allison Miner Collection
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Funeral. Members of a social/fraternal club.
February 2, 1980 – outside of Majestic Funeral Home (1833 Dryades St. New Orleans, LA)
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Funeral. Members of a social/fraternal club.
February 2, 1980 – outside of Majestic Funeral Home (1833 Dryades St. New Orleans, LA)
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Funeral. In repose.
February 2, 1980 – outside of Majestic Funeral Home (1833 Dryades St. New Orleans, LA)
Allison Miner Collection
PH002441

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Pallbearers bringing casket from funeral home: Ronald Johnson, Quint Davis and Alfred “Uganda” Roberts, on right; Tony Dagradi and Andy Kaslow, on right.
February 2, 1980 – outside of Majestic Funeral Home (1833 Dryades St. New Orleans, LA)
Allison Miner Collection

PH002442

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Pallbearers bringing casket from funeral home: Ronald Johnson, Quint Davis and Alfred “Uganda” Roberts, on right; Tony Dagradi and Andy Kaslow, on right.
February 2, 1980 – outside of Majestic Funeral Home (1833 Dryades St. New Orleans, LA)
Photographer: Lee Crum
Allison Miner Collection

PH002443

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Recording session. First 6 frames unnumbered; listed here as a-f.
a) Fred Britberg and Bruce Iglauer
b) Tad Jones, Bruce Iglauer, Fred Britberg
c) Bruce Iglauer
d) John Foose
e) Unknown
f) Hank [Dreuich]?
Numbered frames:
9. Bruce Iglauer
10, 11. Fred Britberg, Bruce Iglauer, Alfred Roberts, Dave Watson, Ricky Lee Jones, Hank [Dreuich], Stevenson Palfi, Jon Foose, Parker Dinkins' wife.
12. unknown
13. Johnny Vidocovich
14, 15. Professor Longhair
16, 17. Parker Dinkin, his wife, Professor Longhair
18. Alfred Roberts, Dr. John, Professor Longhair
19, 20. Alfred Roberts, Dr. John
21. Dave Watson, Johnny Vidocovich
22. Johnny Vidocovich
23, 24. Alfred Roberts, Tony Dagradi, Andy Kaslow, Jon Moore, Dr. John
25-34. Dr. John
35. Dr. John, Bruce Iglauer, Dave Watson
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR AND THE BLUES SCHOLARS
l-r: Ronald Johnson, g; Tony Dagradi, ts; John Vidocovich, d; Professor Longhair, p; Andy Kaslow, ts; David Watson, b; before leaving for northeast tour.
May 1979
Photographer: Mike Smith
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
With members of Civil Defense Post 714. Longhair, 3rd from left, standing; Alice Byrd, seated right.
June 1978
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
May 1978
Allison Miner Collection
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
May 1978
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
May 1978
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Professor Longhair’s car with three unidentified men.
March 1978
Allison Miner Collection
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
Publicity photo.
1978
Photographer: Michael P. Smith; credit Michael Smith
Gift of Tad Jones, March 2, 1996
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
c. 1978
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
Second from left with Pat Byrd, left, Alice Byrd, and Alex Byrd.
August 1976
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né Henry Byrd)
With Alan Lomax
Late 1970s
Allison Miner Collection
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR BAND
l-r (on stairs): unidentified person in jean jacket and red shirt, [Will Harvey Jr.?], Professor Longhair, Quint Davis (manager), Edwin “Sheeba” Kimbraugh (red jacket) and Big Will Harvey (jean jacket, hands in pockets)
November 1975
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR BAND
Big Will Harvey, Quint Davis (manager), Professor Longhair and Edwin “Sheeba” Kimbraugh
November 1975
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR BAND
Big Will Harvey, unidentified, Quint Davis (manager), Professor Longhair, [Will Harvey Jr.?], and Edwin “Sheeba” Kimbraugh.
November 1975
Allison Miner Collection
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR BAND
1974
Allison Miner Collection
Copy 1

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
1974
Gift of Tad Jones, March 2, 1996
Copy 2

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR BAND
Winter 1973 – Bearsville, New York
Allison Miner Collection
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
2nd from left, with Michael Friedman (Bearsville Records), Fire “Snooks” Eaglin, Quint Davis (Fess’ manager) and Parker Dinkins (publisher and Fess’ lawyer)
1973 – Bearsville, New York
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
And Fird “Snooks” Eaglin
c. 1973
Photographer: Parker Dinkins
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
1971 -1522 S. Rampart St., New Orleans, LA
Photographer: John Messina
Allison Miner Collection
PH002465

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
July 1978 – Nice, France
Allison Miner Collection

PH002466

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
Photo/postcard
[1970s]
Photographer: Parker Dinkins
Allison Miner Collection

PH002467

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
Photo/postcard
[1970s]
Photographer: Michael P. Smith
Allison Miner Collection
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR BAND
l-r: Ronald Johnson, g; Tony Dagradi, ts; Andy Kaslow, ts; Dave Watson, b; Professor Longhair, p. Performing at a Civil Defense concert.
[1970s]
Photographer: Bunny Matthews
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
[1970s]
Photographer: Lee Crum
Allison Miner Collection

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
[1970s]
Photographer: David Gahr
Allison Miner Collection
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
[1970s]
Photographer: Parker Dinkins, New Orleans
Allison Miner Collection

PH002471

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
[1970s]
Allison Miner Collection

PH002472

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
Right, with unidentified person.
[1970s]
Photographer: Parker Dinkins, New Orleans
Allison Miner Collection

PH002473
LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
Publicity photo.
c. 1949
Gift of Tad Jones. Not to be reproduced without permission of Tad Jones.
Copy 1

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
Publicity photo
C. 1949
Allison Miner Collection
Copy 2

LONGHAIR, PROFESSOR (né: Henry Byrd)
At mike
Allison Miner Collection
(oversize Xerox)
**PH002476**

**LONZO, FREDDIE, tb,**
with Allan Jaffe, tuba

1982
Photographer: Joe Marcal

Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

**PH002477**

**LOPEZ, RAY**

August 1958 - Los Angeles


**OPH000933**

**LOUISIANA FIELD ARTILLERY ORCHESTRA**
- Ed. A. Jurgelwicz, Musical Director; J. G. Stulb, Business Manager

Photographer: G. Moses & Son, Foto, 703 Canal St., New Orleans
LOUISIANA FIVE
Anton “Tony” Lada, Charles Panelli, Alcide “Yellow” Nunez, Karl Berger, and Joe Cawley.

1919

On loan from Dan Meyer, March 27, 2000

LOUISIANA FIVE
Anton Lada, leader, d; Note from Dan Meyer, April 2000:
“banjo, violin, sax, piano - not the band’s personnel on recordings.”

c. 1918 -1920

AL ROSE COLLECTION

LOUISIANA FIVE
Karl Berger, Charles Panelli, Anton Lada, Joe Cawley, and Alcide Nunez

c. 1919

On loan from Dan Meyer, March 27, 2000
PH002481

LOUISIANA FIVE
r-l: Alcide Nunez, probably Charlie Panelli and Joe Cawley aboard a train probably on tour with the Louisiana Five.
c. 1919-1920
On loan from Dan Meyer, March 27, 2000

PH002482

LOUISIANA FIVE
Anton Lada, d, Charles Panelli, tb, Alcide Nunez, cl, Karl Berger, bj, and Joe Cawley, p.

1918 or 1919, New York, New York

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nunez, February 23, 2000.

PH002483

LOUISIANA FIVE
(Top to bottom): Anton “Tony” Lada, Joe Cawley, Charles Panelli, Karl Berger, and Alcide Nunez.

On loan from Dan Meyer, March 27, 2000
PH002484

LOUISIANA FIVE
Anton “Tony” Lada, d; Carl Berger, bj; Charles Panelli, tb; Joe Cawley, p; and Alcide Nunez, cl.
1919
Photographer: Apeda, New York
On loan from Dan Meyer, March 27, 2000

PH002485

LOUISIANA FIVE

On loan from Dan Meyer, March 27, 2000

PH002486

LOUISIANA FIVE
Alcide “Yellow” Nunez, cl, Joe Cawley, p, Charles Panelli, tb, Karl Berger, bj, and Anton Lada, d.

On loan from Dan Meyer, March 27, 2000
LOUISIANA FIVE
Charles Panelli, Karl Berger, Alcide Nunez, s, Joe Cawley, and Anton Lada.

On loan from Dan Meyer, March 27, 2000

LOUISIANA FIVE [photograph of sheet music cover]
Anton Lada, leader, d; Alcide “Yellow” Nunez, cl; *Karl Berger, bj, Joe Cawley, p, C. Panelli, tb

*Personnel info from Dan Meyer, April 2000.
Gift of Al Rose, May 9, 1986
AL ROSE COLLECTION

LOUISIANA JAZZ BAND
Personnel unidentified.

Copied courtesy of Karl Koenig.
PH002490

LOUISIANA REGIMENTAL BAND

1898

Note on back: “from Russell”

PH002491

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)

Dan Block, s

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002492

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)

Dan Block, s, John Joyce, d

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Dan Block (partially visible), s, John Joyce (partially visible), [d], S. Frederick Starr, cl, Walter Payton, Jr., helicon, and Willie Singleton (partially visible), [tp]

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Dan Block, s, John Joyce, d, S. Frederick Starr, cl, Walter Payton, Jr., sb, Willie Singleton, tp, Lew Green, co, and Freddie Lonzo, tb.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.
Photographer; “Photo by Albert/9880 Friendship Sta., Washington, D.C. 2001?…”
Restriction: Copyright

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Dan Block, s, John Joyce, d, S. Frederick Starr, cl, Walter Payton, Jr., helicon, Willie Singleton, tp, Lew Green, co, and Freddie Lonzo, tb.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.
Photographer; “Photo by Albert/9880 Friendship Sta., Washington, D.C. 2001?…”
Restriction: Copyright

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
PH002496

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Lew Green, co.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.
Photographer; “Photo by Albert/9880 Friendship Sta., Washington, D.C. 2001?…”
Restriction: Copyright

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

PH002497

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Lew Green, tp, John Joyce (mostly hidden), d, Walter Payton, Jr. (mostly hidden), helicon, S. Frederick Starr, cl, and Jack Kuncl, bj.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

PH002498

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Lew Green (partially visible), co, and Walter Payton, Jr., helicon.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
PH002499

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
John Joyce, d

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Restriction: Copyright

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002500

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
John Joyce (partially visible), d, and Lew Green, co

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002501

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, tb, and Marty Frankel, [tp].

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, tb, Marty Frankel, tp, Lew Green, co, John Joyce, d, S. Frederick Starr, cl, Jack Kuncl, bj, Walter Payton, Jr., helicon, and Terry Waldo, p.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, tb, Lew Green, co, and John Joyce, d

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, tb, John Joyce, d, and Lew Green, co.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Walter Payton, sb, Dan Block, s, Lew Green, co, Don Vappie, bj, and Freddie Lonzo, tb.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.
Restriction: Copyright

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
S. Frederick Starr, cl

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.
Restriction: Copyright

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
S. Frederick Starr, cl, and Jack Kuncl, bj.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Don Vappie, bj

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Don Vappie, bj, Lew Green, co, Freddie Lonzo, tb, Dan Block, s,
S. Frederick Starr, cl, Willie Singleton, tp, Walter Payton, Jr.,
helicon, David Boeddinghaus, p, and John Joyce, d.

August 1999 – Washington, D.C.

Photographer; “Photo by Albert/9880 Friendship Sta., Washington,
D.C. 2001?/Tel. 202-966-1465”

Restriction: Copyright

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
S. Frederick Starr, at mike, [ ?], tp, and Lev Lebedev, cl.

Spring 1999 – Moscow

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
S. Frederick Starr, cl, ?, vo, ?, tp, and Lev Lebedev, cl.

Spring 1999 – Moscow

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
John Joyce, [d], David Boeddinghaus, [p], Freddie Lonzo, tb, Joe Muranyi, cl, s, Walter Payton, Jr., helicon, S. Frederick Starr, s, cl, Willie Singleton, co, and Lew Green, co; on steps of Rockport Opera House.

c. 1999 – Rockport, Maine

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Lew Green, [cornetist], and Mary Green, [pianist]

October 19, 1997

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
John Joyce, [d]

October 18, 1997

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
John Joyce, [d]

October 18, 1997

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Freddie Lonzo, playing pool, [tb]

October 18, 1997

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Walter Payton, Jr., [sb, helicon]

October 18, 1997

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Don Vappie, [banjo, guitar]

October 18, 1997

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Don Vappie, [banjo, guitar]

October 18, 1997

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
PH002520
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Don Vappie, playing pool, [banjo, guitar]

October 18, 1997
Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002521
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Walter Payton, Jr. using pay phone, [sb, helicon]

October 1997
Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002522
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Willie Singleton, [co, tp]

October 1997
Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
John Chaffe, [banjo]

June 1997 – Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
Lew Green, [co]

June 1997 – Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE (color)
John Joyce, [d]

June 1997 – Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, [tb]

June 1997 – Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, [tb], John Joyce, [d], John Chaffe, [bj], Walter Payton, Jr., [sb, helicon], Willie Singleton, [co, tp], and Lew Green, [co]

June 1997 – Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, [tb], John Joyce, [d], John Chaffe, [bj], Walter Payton, Jr., [sb, helicon], Willie Singleton, [co, tp], and Lew Green, [co]

June 1997 – Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
**PH002529**

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Walter Payton, Jr., [sb, helicon]

June 1997 – Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

**PH002530**

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Walter Payton, Jr., string bass

June 1997

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

**PH002531**

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Willie Singleton, [co, tp]

June 1997 – Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
John Chaffe, bj; during a New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival performance.

May 1997 – New Orleans Fairgrounds

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
John Chaffe, bj; during a New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival performance.

May 1997 – New Orleans Fairgrounds

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Lew Green (clapping), [co], S. Frederick Starr, cl, and Jacques Gauthe, cl; during a New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival performance.

May 1997 – Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
PH002535

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Duke Heitger, tp, Lew Green, co, S. Frederick Starr, cl, Jacques Gauthe, cl, and John Chaffe, bj; during a New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival performance.

May 1997 – Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002536

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, tb, Duke Hietger, tp, Lew Green, co, S. Frederick Starr, cl, Tom Saunders, sb, Jacques Gauthe, cl, John Chaffè, bj, and David Boeddinghaus, p; during New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival performance.

May 1997 – Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002537

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
S. Frederick Starr, ss; during New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival performance.

May 1997 – Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
S. Frederick Starr, s, Tom Saunders, sb, and Jacques Gauthe, s; during New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival performance.

May 1997 – Fairgrounds, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
David Boeddinghaus, p, John Chaffe, bj, Joe Muranyi, s, S. Frederick Starr, cl, and Willie Singleton, tp

June 1996

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

---

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Walter Payton, Jr., helicon, Eddie Bayard, co, John Royen, [p], John Chaffe, [bj], Sherwood Mangiapane, sb, Freddie Lonzo, tb, John Joyce, d, and S. Frederick Starr, cl.

c. 1987 – St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  175.1
John Chaffe, bj, John Royen, p, S. Frederick Starr, cl, s, John Joyce, d, Wes Mix, co, Curtis D. Jerde, b, Tom Ebbert, tb

c. 1981
Gift of Curtis D. Jerde

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
David Boeddinghaus, [p]

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
John Chaffe (back to camera), bj

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
PH002544

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (Contact sheet)
John Chaffe, bj, John Royen, p, S. Frederick Starr, cl, s, Wes Mix, co, Tom Ebbert, tb, Curtis D. Jerde, b, and John Joyce, d.

Gift of Al Rose, October 7, 1987

PH002545

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (Contact sheet)
Curtis D. Jerde, b, sb, [ ?], tb, John Joyce, d, Wes Mix, co, John Chaffe, bj, Michael White (glasses), cl, and S. Frederick Starr, cl.

Gift of Al Rose

PH002546

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Freddie Lonzo, [tb]

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.
PH002547

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Walter Payton, Jr., [sb, helicon]

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002548

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Walter Payton, Jr., helicon, John Chaffe, bj, Terry Waldo, [p],
Willie Singleton, tp, Joe Muranyi, s, Lew Green, co, John Joyce,
d, S. Frederick Starr, cl, and Freddie Lonzo, tb. (Publicity photo;
John Gingrich Management, Inc.)

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

PH002549

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (Contact sheet)
John Royen, p,  John Joyce, d, Curtis D. Jerde, tu, sb, [         ?],
bj, S. Frederick Starr, cl, Wes Mix, tp, and [       ?], tb.

[Fairmont Hotel ?]

Gift of Al Rose
LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (color)
Don Vappie, [bj, g]

Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr, August 6, 2001.

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (Contact sheet)
John Chaffe, bj, John Royen, p, S. Frederick Starr, cl, John Joyce, d, Curtis D. Jerde, tu, sb, Wes Mix, tp, and Tom Ebbert, tb; Frame #6-6A: [ ], bj

Gift of Al Rose

LOUISIANA REPERTORY JAZZ ENSEMBLE  (Contact sheet)
Partially visible, Bruce Podewell, [bj], S. Frederick Starr, cl, John Joyce, d, Curtis D. Jerde, tu, Wes Mix, tp; in foreground, holding bottle is Greg Stafford.

Maple Leaf Bar

Photographer: Michael P. Smith; gift of the photographer. Contact Michael P. Smith for permission to reproduce.
LOUISIANA VOLUNTEER INFANTRY BAND
J.W. Sherwood, Chief Musician; J.F. Segar, First Principal
1898
Photographer: J. Merrick Frere

LOVE, CHARLIE
visiting William Russell.
October 1959 - 600 Chartes Street
Photographer: Florence Mars

LOVE-JILES RAGTIME ORCHESTRA
#’s 1 & 2: Albert Jiles, d, Paul Barnes, cl, Albert Warner, tb,
Peter Bocage, v, tp, Charlie Love, tp, Emanuel Sayles, bj, August
Lanoix, b; recording session
June 12, 1960 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University
#3: Peter Bocage, Paul Barnes, etc., with Love-Jiles Ragtime Band
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
LOVE-JILES RAGTIME ORCHESTRA
#’s 1 & 2: Albert Jiles, d, Paul Barnes, cl, Albert Warner, tb,
Peter Bocage, v, tp, Charlie Love, tp, Emanuel Sayles, bj, August
Lanoix, b; recording session
June 12, 1960 - Dixon Hall, Tulane University
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

LOVE-JILES RAGTIME ORCHESTRA
Albert Jiles, d, Paul Barnes, cl, Peter Bocage, v, tp, Emanuel
Sayles, bj, Albert Warner, tb, Charles Love, tp, and August
Lanoix, b.

April 1960
Copied courtesy of Charlie Gabriel

LOVETT, BABY, d,                                  152.7485
    with Mack Daniels, v, Eddie Powells, cl, Emile Williams, p,

[Shreveport, Louisiana  ?]

Gift of Al Rose, January 15, 1975
LOWENTHAL (LOWE), BERNIE
Pianist and composer

AL ROSE COLLECTION

LOYACANO, ARNOLD “DEACON”
February 2, 1956 - [aboard Steamer President ?]

Gift of Al Rose.

LOYACANO, ARNOLD “DEACON”
152.7657

AL ROSE COLLECTION
LOYACANO, FRED
at the New Orleans Jazz Reunion, Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, 1982
May 9, 1982 - aboard the S.S. President
Photographer: Joe Marcal
Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985

LOYACANO, JOE “HOOK”, sb
July 22, 1951 - Parisian Room
Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

LOYACANO, JOE “HOOK”, sb,
with Frank Federico, g, [Tony Dalmado ?], tp, Tony Costa, cl, Johnny Castaing, d, and [Charlie Miller ?], tb.
1948 - Parisian Room
Photographer: Mona Heinecke [Macmurray]
Gift of Mona Macmurray; please contact photographer for permission to reproduce.
LOYACANO, STEVE
at the New Orleans Jazz Reunion, Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, 1982.

May 9, 1982 - aboard the Riverboat President
Photographer: Joe Marcal

Gift of Al Rose, December 31, 1985
AL ROSE COLLECTION

LOYACANO, STEVE, 2nd Vice-President,
Helen Arlt, President, and Joe Mares, Jr., 1st Vice-President;
elected officials of the New Orleans Jazz Club.

July 11, 1972

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION

LOYACANO, STEVE, left,
with Helen Arlt, center, and Joe Mares, Jr., right

Rec’d from Plato Smith, January 23, 1996
JOE MARES COLLECTION
LOYACANO, STEVE  
Autographed: “To my good friend Harry Souchon, Sincerely Steve Loyacano”.

HARRY V. SOUCHON SR. COLLECTION

LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE 477 BAND  
3rd from left, Johnny Lala

1922 or 1923 - New Orleans

Gift of [?] Lala, September 1, 1989.

LUCAS, NICK  
Autographed: “To Ettore Fontana from Nick Lucas”.

Photographer: Apeda, N.Y.C.

TED LUDWIG’S FOOTWARMERS
at the Roosevelt Hotel

LUKIANOV, GERMAN, tp
At the time of his move from Leningrad to Moscow. 1957
Gift of Dr. S. Frederick Starr 4/19/1994
Photo published in book Red and hot: the fate of jazz in the Soviet Union 1917-1980 by S. Frederick Starr; illustration no. 36

LYONS, BOB
at his shoe shine stand in front of Eagle Saloon.
June 1942 – corner Perdido & So. Rampart Street
Photographer: William Russell
LYTTLETON, HUMPHREY

Summer 1949 – on river boat Shuffle